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monthly educational publication for the
APDT's members. Articles that support the
APDT's mission of enhancing the human-dog
relationship and advocating dog-friendly
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andlor Code of Ethics of the APDT may not
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Reprints
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WANTED: Energetic, friendly canine with good training and playful attitude for challenging therapy
position. Must like children of all ages; tolerate strange movements, toys, and sounds; and enjoy learning. Need

not be perfect-some rambunctiousness required-but

I - -.] , should respond to cues well. Good breeding or handsome. POST 0 FFie E - .•• looks not necessary; good socialization a must. Benefits
1...- include treats and play.

www.APDT.com

"1 used to be mean to animals. Not anymore. Kirrie
taught me that animals have feelings just like 1 do!"
Brandon, a 16-year-old adopted boy with abuse history

CAPT is designed to benefit dogs as well. Most obvi
ously, dogs typically enjoy playing with children. The>

Benefits for Dogs

"Kirrie loves me. Whenever we play hide-n-seek, she
looks for me right away, and she always finds me." Karina,
a 10-year-old foster child.

CAPT has been used for a wide range of child and
family difficulties, including anxiety, depression, social
isolation, trauma, maltreatment, aggression, behavior
problems, attachment or relationship difficulties, attention
deficit disorders, substance abuse, and others. The benefits
of CAPT for children are detailed elsewhere (VanFleet,
200Sb), but include (1) reducing anxiety or resistance,
(2) building competence and confidence, (3) developing
empathy, (4) creating trust and attachment, (5) improving
emotional and behavioral self-regulation, and (6) reducing
isolation and social problems. A skilled therapist can help
children generalize what they learn with dogs to humans.

Benefits for Children

Rise VanFleet, PhD

have occasionally used animals in their work (VanFleet,
2007), the two fields have only recently been integrated
more fully (Thompson, 200S;VanFleet, 200Sa, 200Sb,200Sc).
Canine-Assisted Play Therapy is "the use of canines in the
context of play therapy, in which appropriately-trained
therapists and dogs engage with children and families
primarily through systematic play interventions, with the
goal of improving children's developmental and psycho
social health as well as the animal's well-being. Play and
playfulness are essential ingredients of the interactions
and the relationships." (VanFleet, 200Sb, p. 19).

The Winning Combination
of Kids, Canines, and Play:

Using Canine-Assisted-Play Therapy

to Benefit Children and Dogs

The emerging practice of Canine-Assisted Play
Therapy (CAPT) involves the integration of Animal
Assisted Therapy (AAT) and Play Therapy (PT).
Through the years, both AAT and PT have established
standards for practice, credentialing processes, and
growing empirical support. Professional interest in each
has grown rapidly. Blending these two approaches by
using cross-species play in a therapeutic environment
offers unique benefits for children's mental health and
canines' well-being. This article provides an overview
of CAPT, references, and a brief case example.

Animal-assisted therapy is conducted by professionals
who use animals to help accomplish treatment goals for
better functioning in social, physical, or cognitive arenas.
Many good AAT resources are available (e.g., Chandler,
2005; Fine, 2006), and credentialing programs associated
with AAT include the American Kennel Club's Canine
Good Citizen (www.akc.org), the Delta Society (www.
deltasociety.org), and Therapy Dogs International (www.
tdi-dog.org).

Play therapy is a mental health intervention for children
and adolescents in which therapists systematically use play
interventions to meet therapeutic goals. Play therapy capi
talizes on children's natural inclination to playas a means
of creating an emotionally safe therapeutic environment
that encourages expression, communication, relationship
building, and problem-solving. Most play therapists are
mental health professionals with additional training in PT.
The Association for Play Therapy (www.a4pt.org) offers
the Registered Play Therapist and Supervisor credentials.

Both AAT and PT require specialized training. To use
Canine-Assisted Play Therapy effectively and ethically,
one must acquire the skills in both fields. An alternative is
for a play therapist and animal-assisted therapist to work
together as a therapeutic team.

While the practice of AAT has sometimes incorporated
play interventions (Chandler, 2005), and play therapists
36. The APDT Chronicle of the Dog. July/August 2008



Case Example

Samples of CAPT Interventions

-

therapist uses the dog's personality, interests, and even
quirky behaviors to develop play interventions. For dogs
who need to keep busy, this work offers variety and chal
lenge. If it's not fun for both children and dogs, it isn't
used .

Everything done in CAPT provides an important model
for children in their interactions with all canines. They
learn appropriate ways to meet dogs, how to use positive,
behaviorally-based training methods, how to keep them
selves and the dog safe while playing, and how to manage
unwanted doggie behaviors. As children are prompted to
watch and understand the dog's reactions, they become
more sensitive. For example, if the child and dog become
so excited when playing together that the dog jumps up,
the therapist helps the child slow down the game so that it
remains fun and safe.

CAPT can also reduce children's cruelty to animals.
Many maltreated children hurt animals. When therapists
show them how to use patience, positive training methods,
playfulness, and empathy in creating closer relationships
with a therapy dog, they seem to develop greater empathy
for other animals in their lives.

Implications for Dog Training

While much of the training for CAPT resembles that of
AAT dogs, there are some differences. Play therapy dogs
should have a strong play drive, and they must respond
to playful cues, either natural ones or those given by the
handler or child. Sometimes dogs offer unexpected behav
iors during the training process that can be turned into
specific play interventions. Dogs with minor emotional or
behavioral problems can be an asset in this work, as the
therapist can engage children in resolving them. When
children see actual progress being made as a result of their
own efforts, such as when the dog jumps up less or waits
quietly in the room when the child and therapist leave,
their sense of confidence blossoms.
www.APDT.com

..It is essential that only aversive-free methods are used. e
The way the therapist interacts with the dog not only ~.

teaches children how to behave, but also provides a meta- Jg
phor for the therapeutic relationship. Children can more
easily trust a therapist who is always patient and kind with Q
animals to be patient and kind with them as well. These =""".

subtle factors can play an enormous role in therapeutic =
progress. 1>>
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VanFleet (2008b) provides many examples of specific ~
play therapy interventions using dogs. These include ~
positive dog training, hide-n-seek, teaching new tricks, ;
involvement in children's dramatic play (common imagi- '-<
nary dog roles are police, military, and search-and-rescue ~
dogs), fetch and agility games, play bows and howling, ;
giving advice to dog owners in a pretend call-in television ~
show, petting and grooming, and Fido's Feelings (a series ""0

of games designed to improve sensitivity to dogs). All ~
activities are tied to specific treatment objectives, but for 0
kids and canines, it's just fun. O:j(!)
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George was nine years old, with a horrible abuse history. 9
He lived with foster parents who hoped to adopt him. He =.:
had unpredictable angry outbursts and sometimes kicked p..
at family pets. He had much difficulty making transitions: ~
He was involved in play therapy, which was helping, but =
he needed more. He worked with Kirrie, a play therapy ~
dog, for the final 20 minutes of every session. She was a p..
Border Collie mix rescued from a shelter. He immediately Cj
commented that she was just like him, with her abuse and 0
foster family history. ~

Typically, George clicker-trained Kirrie for five minutes
each session, teaching her to sit rather than jump up when
greeting him and practicing targeting behaviors. "Kiss me"
was the cue given for the dog to touch its nose to his palm.
Rope-tug games (long ropes) followed in which George
was responsible for his own and Kirrie's safety. He learned
to let Kirrie win some of the time, and [co11tillued 011 11ext page]

A two-and-a-half-year-old boy play-trains a therapy dog
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he managed over-arousal by telling her to "release!" He 1-------------
taught her several new tricks and proudly demonstrated
them for his foster parents. He also invited the dog into
his imaginary play, in which he often pretended he was a
veterinarian caring for her "loose tooth" or "scratches." The
dog's imaginary injuries often reflected real-life ones that
George was experiencing, although his play themes also
reflected his traumatic history and attachment problems.
On an imaginary television show, George gave Kirrie
advice on how to "keep her cool" when she was angry at
other dogs. He said, "She's really afraid. Then she's mad .
Just like me, it'll take her four days before she feels normal
again!"

Chandler, C.K. (2005). Animal assisted therapy in counseling.

New York: Routledge.

www.APDTcom

dogTEC
our business is to help yours succeed

Contracts,
waivers,

diagnostic flow charts,
forms for client interviews,

phone screening,
homework,

client progress,
reports, & more .

ready-made and easy to personalize, for Mac or PC.
VIEW DEMO & SAMPLES ONLINE.

The ORIGINAL dogPRO CD-
from dogTEC's business tool series

ITt!nrmI\}~ ~'i1'~fl'[:)f
Save time. Save hassle. Wowyour clients.

Business Made Easy

VanFleet, R. (2008c). What's this dog doing in my play
room? Tapping the benefits of canine play therapy. Play
Therapy, 3 (I), 18-21.

Rise VanFleet, Ph.D., is a child/family psychologist, registered
play therapist/supervisor, past president of the Association
for Play Therapy, and APDT member from Boiling Springs, PA.
Through her Playful Pooch Program, she trains professionals
in CAPT, and uses one of her four dogs as a play therapy dog.
She is a CGC evaluator and the author of Play Therapy with Kids
& Canines. She can be reached at www.playfulpooch.org or
Risevanfleet@aol.com.
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Fine, A. H. (Ed.). (2006). Handbook on animal-assisted therapy:

Theoretical foundations and guidelines for practice (2nd ed.). San
Diego: Academic Press.

George's emotional and behavioral reactivity calmed
considerably, and progress was much quicker when the
CAPT component was added. After just five sessions,
George's foster mother reported that he no longer was being
unkind to the two family dogs and that he was spontane
ously using some of the simple training methods at home.
Even George's teacher noticed his new-found confidence,
and reported that he often talked about his experiences
with Kirrie and the family dogs during class discussions.

VanFleet, R. (2008a). Playful pooches: Using canine inter
actions to enhance therapeutic outcomes for children and
adolescents. In C. F. Sori & 1. Hecker (Eds.), The therapist's

notebook III: More homework, handouts & activities for use in
psychotherapy. New York: Haworth Press.

VanFleet, R. (2008b). Play therapy with kids & canines: Benefits

for children's developmental and psychosocial health. Sarasota,
FL: Professional Resource Press.
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